PART 1:
What is your favourite Film:
My favourite film is The Hustle
Why is it :
My favourite film is the Hustle because it is so funny.
What is the purpose:
The purpose s because when people are bored and have nothing to do they
can always go and watch a movie
Part 2:
Sacrifice is shown in the movie The Lion The Witch And The Wardrobe when
Aslan sacrifices himself for Edmund Forgiveness is shown when Edmund
betrayed Aslan then helped them fight in the war against the White witch
Religious Ceremony is shown at the end of the film when Lucy, Edmund, Peter
and Susan are crowned rulers [kind of like a baptism] After Life is shown when
Aslan dies he comes back from the dead because he was an innocent victim
Faith is shown when the Lucy, Edmund, Peter and Susan follow the beavers to
their destination because they trusted the beavers to get them to where they
want to go Disobedience is shown when Edmund sides with the white witch
because of Turkish delight Confession is shown when Edmund confesses to
Aslan what he did
Part 3 :
Films are a good way about teaching people about religion because some
people don’t enjoy reading books or finding it out on the internet but if you
where to give them a film which they would enjoy then they would understand
religion more because they found the film interesting and I deeply support this
point because sometimes I don’t like to read a book and would definitely
prefer to watch a movie so that’s why I think movies can be good for
representing religion.
Films are a bad way of teaching people about religion because instead of
giving them tasks to find about online it is just there for them to watch and it is
not giving them the own initiative to go and find out about it and even though
films might be more interesting than a book but reading enhances your
knowledge and if everybody used films instead of writing then not a lot of
people would know how to spell easy words because they would have been
watching films to long instead of reading a book. And also a film can easily
disappear from the face of the earth but a book you can keep and if you forget
something you can go back to it.

A better way about teaching people about Christianity could maybe be getting
them to learn more about it [ in depth] get them to read books to research
stuff on the internet about it watch a documentary make posters for them to
take home that could be a better way because it gets them doing work and
can be interesting and fun because people like to remember the good things
about life and if they were to find making a poster fun then they can
remember most things that were on the poster which could be a better way
for teaching people about Christianity.

